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By J. F. Smith

Trafford. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 264
pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Enter slightly mad
worlds with this astounding collection of stories written by a
writer who breaks all the rules of science fiction and refuses to
apologize for it. In Slightly Mad Scientist freelance inventor
Harold Derby seeks to put the finishing touches on a
teleportation machine after trying a series of get-rich schemes
meant to fund his looming retirement. His invention works but
with unexpected consequences. In Wishful Thinking Frank
Rogers, head of the Federal Aviation Administration,
investigates a barrage of recent airline accidents and aborted
takeoffs. After coming up with no answers, someone presents a
new theory that questions everything physics represents. In
Nightmare Hunters Laura sleeps in a room with the same
presence that haunts her dreams. It steps out of the shadows
and gazes down upon her sleeping form, thankful to be
released. Other stories are driven by time traveling con artists,
alternate dimensions and everything else unexpected. Journey
to the unknown and question everything you thought was true
with Slightly Mad Scientists, a collection of forty-seven short
stories. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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This is an amazing publication i actually have at any time go through. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading
through period. Its been developed in an exceptionally straightforward way which is merely following i finished
reading through this publication where actually altered me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Noa h Pa dber g-- Noa h Pa dber g

Thorough guide for ebook lovers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been designed in an
remarkably straightforward way which is simply soon a er i finished reading this publication in which actually altered
me, affect the way i think.
-- Gunner  La ba die-- Gunner  La ba die
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